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STATEMENT SHOWING JURISDICTION

This is an appeal from a final Order and from a final
Judgment.

The Appellant UNITED SILVER MINES, INC., is entitled

to appeal as a matter of right, consistent with the provisions of
Rule 3, Rules of the Utah Supreme Court.

STATEMENT OF THE ISSUES

The issues presented by this appeal are:
1.

Will a claim for enforcement of an agreement for

the extension of credit upon confirmation of certain mineral
reserves, and upon presentation of title to certain mineral ore
deposits as collateral, be defeated by the fact that the party
seeking to enforce the agreement is sued in a foreign
jurisdiction to enforce a claim of lien against the mineral ore
dumps, where no such claim of lien exists in the State of Utah,
and where the party seeking enforcement of the agreement tenders
title insurance for the benefit of the party against whom the
enforcement is sought in an amount twelve times the amount of the
line of credit sought?
2.

In a contract action where the argument contains a

provision for attorney fees to the prevailing party, will a party
who successfully resists a claim for rescission of that contract
be entitled to attorney fees?
- 1 -

3.

Is an award in excess of $25,000 for obtaining

partial summary judgment as to that part of a counterclaim asking
relief on account of breach of a provision to extend a $500,000
line of credit reasonable?

DETERMINATIVE CONSTITUTIONAL PROVISIONS, STATUTES,
ORDINANCES AND RULES

It is believed that there are no determinative
constitutional provisions, statutes, ordinances or rules in this
case.

STATEMENT OF THE CASE

(a)

Nature of the Case:
The case began as an action by the Appellee DORE to

replevy certain equipment then in the possession of the Appellant
UNITED SILVER.

United Silver counterclaimed for enforcement of a

contract between the parties dated May 28, 1981, and entitled
"Vipont Confirmation Project Agreement"; specifically, United
Silver asked for the enforcement of paragraph 5(c) of that
Agreement, related to the agreed extension of a $500,000 line of
credit from Dore to United Silver.

- 2 -

By amended complaint, Dore sought the rescission of the
May 28, 1981, Agreement, and reimbursement from United Silver of
certain advances from Dore.
Ultimately, the disposition of the case centered upon
(1) interpretation of the Agreement as to the line of credit
issue; (2) whether Dore was entitled to rescission of the
Agreement, and recovery of damages for its performance under the
Agreement; (3) whether Dore was entitled to reimbursement of
funds advanced to United Silver; (4) whether United Silver was
entitled to recovery for the storage of the Dore equipment
replevied; and (5) attorney fees and costs.

(b)

Course of Proceedings;
The original complaint was filed by Dore on August 17,

1983.

The equipment sought to be replevied by Dore was permitted

to be taken upon posting of an appropriate undertaking, and the
case centered upon the disposition of the claims of United
Silver's counterclaim filed September 27, 1983.
An amended complaint was filed by Dore on March 18,
1985, setting up claims for rescission of the Agreement of May
28, 1981, and for recovery of amounts advanced by Dore; and,
alternatively, for reimbursement of amounts advanced by Dore to
United Silver.
On July 29, 1985, Dore moved for summary judgment,
particularly questioning United Silver's counterclaim for
enforcement of paragraph 5(c) of the Agreement of May 28, 1981,
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as it related to the advancement of the $500,000 line of credit
to United Silver,
Partial summary judgment was granted upon Dorefs motion
on May 20, 1986.

United Silver's attempt to obtain amendment of

the partial summary judgment (motion filed May 29, 1986) was
denied upon Memorandum Decision and Order (filed August 27,
1986).
With the issues posed by the amended complaint filed by
Dore, and by the remaining claims of United Silverfs
counterclaim, the case went before the Court for court trial on
June 8, 1988, continuing through June 10, 1988.
The trial judge adopted his predecessor's disposition
of the $500,000 line of credit issue of United Silver's
counterclaim as the "law of the case", and on August 31, 1988,
issued his Memorandum Decision otherwise denying United Silver's
counterclaim, denying Dore's claim for rescission, allowing Dore
limited recovery upon its claim for reimbursement in the amount
of $13,428.00, together with prejudgment interest at 10% per
annum from and after October 15, 1981, and reserving the question
of attorney fees.
Upon argument as to the attorney fee question, the
trial judge, on March 29, 1989, determined that Dore was entitled
to attorney fees, and awarded fees in the amount of $28,825.00,
together with $1,830.00 costs.
Judgment implementing the Memorandum Decision of March
29, 1989, was filed on June 19, 1989.
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Timely mo-Mrm tr> ampnH

findings, conclusion and judgment was filed June 28, 1989.

Order

denying the postjudgment motion was filed on August 31, 1989.
This notice of appeal was filed on September 23, 1989.

Cross-

appeal has since been filed.

(c)

Disposition at Trial Court:
As indicated in the "Course of Proceedings", the

$500,000 line of credit issue of United Silver's counterclaim was
dismissed upon partial summary judgment dated May 20, 1986.

The

balance of United Silver's counterclaim was denied in the
Judgment of June 19, 1989.
to.

Dore's replevin claim was consented

Its request for rescission was denied in the Court's

Judgment of June 19, 1989.

It was awarded judgment against

United Silver on a part of its reimbursement claim, totalling
$13,428.80.

It was also awarded attorney fees in the amount of

$28,825.00, and $1,830.00 costs, as provided in the Judgment of
June 19, 1989.

(d)

Relevant Facts;
The Plaintiff/Appellee DORE contracted with the

Defendant/Appellant UNITED SILVER on May 28, 1981, by a document
entitled "Vipont Confirmation Project Agreement".
Suppg. MPSJ (Deft.), 2-15-85.

Exh. "A", Aff.

Among the provisions of that

Agreement were those contained in paragraph 5(c):
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"If the Option for Joint Venture is not
Exercised: In the event that Dore does not
exercise the option to enter into the joint
venture according to the terms of agreement
thereof, on or before October 15, 1981:
ft

• •

"(c) Dore must grant United a $500,000 line
of credit for five (5) years secured by the
A-level and Phelan dumps if the sampling and
measurement activity on those dumps confirms
at least 100,000 ounces of silver. Said
confirmation activity must be completed
within four (4) weeks of the date of this
agreement and the line of credit established
upon presentation to Dore of title to said
dumps as collateral and the consultants
report confirming 100,000 ounces of silver."
The Record discloses that:
1.

Dore did not exercise the option to enter into the

joint venture; Aff. Suppg. MPSJ (Deft.), p. 2, 2-15-85.
2.

The sampling and measurement activity confirmed far

more than 100,000 ounces of silver; Exh. "B", Aff. Suppg. MPSJ
(Deft.), 2-15-85.
3.

The confirmation was completed within four (4)

weeks of the date of the Agreement; Aff. Suppg. MPSJ (Deft.), p.
2, 2-15-85.
United Silver had the title in the A-level and Phelan
dumps, through its subsidiary Bannock Silver Mining Company, to
give the security required in paragraph 5(c).

Exh. "P", Aff. of

L. Robert Anderson, 7-23-85.
United Silver presented to Dore the necessary title, as
security, in the A-level and Phelan dumps by confirming that
title in Bannock Silver Mining Co., a Utah corporation.
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At all

relevant times, Bannock Silver Mining Company had title in the
dumps, and at all times United Silver was the primary stockholder
in, and had control over, Bannock Silver Mining Company, so that
it could cause security for the $500,000 line of credit to be
given to Dore.

Exh. "A", Aff. Suppg. MPSJ (Deft.)/ 2-15-85, fIV;

Deft.fs Answers to Pltf.fs Second Set of Interrogatories, dated
May 24, 1985, Interrog. Nos. 9 through 14 (pp. 4-5); Resp. to
Pltf.fs Second Req. for Prod, of Docums., dated June 26, 1985,
Prod. Req. No. 6 (pp. 2-3 and attached docums.).
United Silver's demand for Dore performance for the
extension of the $500,000 loan, consistent with the terms of the
Agreement between the parties, was made on February 15, 1983.
Dore refused the demand.

Aff. Suppg. MPSJ (Deft.), 2-15-85, p.

3, 5V; Exhibit "C".
With both parties requesting summary judgment (United
Silver for enforcement of paragraph 5(c) of the "Vipont
Confirmation Project Agreement" of May 28, 1981; and Dore asking
the dismissal of United Silver1s counterclaim), the District
Court (Omer J. Call, District Judge) concluded that paragraph
5(c) of the Agreement of May 28, 1981, was not enforceable.
Additional commentary as to Judge Callfs decision will be found
in the "Argument" section of the brief.
As to the attorney fees issue, the District Court
(Gordon J. Low, District Judge), in its Memorandum Decision of
March 29, 1989, fairly well articulates the facts to the extent
that they were available to the Court.
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The Court found that fees

were allowable only as to Dorefs successful defense of United
Silver's counterclaim as to the $500,000 line of credit issue.
It concluded that, of the 1507.30 total hours expended by the
Martineau firm in its representation of Dore, "about one-third
are critical to the time in question".

The Court, therefore,

found that fees should be awarded for that activity in the amount
of $24,100.00.

The Court also found that one-half of the time

invested by attorney L. Robert Anderson (in preparation of
materials supportive of the Plaintifffs motion for summary
judgment) should be awarded, the sum of $3,725.00. The Court
then added $1,000.00 of the case time invested by associate
counsel, Thomas Church.

Thusly, the attorney fee award of

$28,825.00 was calculated.
The Court found that about one-half of Dore's costs
were related to the counterclaim issue, and awarded costs of
$1,830.00.

Order of 3-29-89, pp. 3-4.

The District Court found that, while United Silver was
successful in resisting Dore's claims for rescission, and all but
$13,428.80 of its other claims, it was not entitled to attorney
fees.

Order of 3-29-89, p. 4.
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SUMMARY OF THE ARGUMENT

Under the facts and circumstances of this case, Dorefs
Agreement of May 28, 1981, to advance United Silver a $500,000
line of credit for five years was enforceable, and the trial
court erred in dismissing, upon motion for summary judgment,
United Silver's counterclaim as it related to that issue.
Attorney fees in a contract action should be awarded to
the prevailing party.
should be no award.

Where there is no prevailing party, there

To the extent that an attorney fee award is

made, it ought to reflect the success of each of the parties in
the case, the success of Dore in resisting United Silver's
counterclaim, and the success of United Silver in resisting
Dore's claim for rescission, and its claim for enforcement of the
Agreement above the amount of the Judgment.

The attorney fee

award in this case was inappropriate and erroneous.

DETAIL OF THE ARGUMENT

(a)

The May 28. 1981, Obligation to Extend a $500,000

Line of Credit:
As noted in the "Statement of Facts", Dore contracted
with United Silver to extend a $500,000 line of credit for five
(5) years, if it did not exercise the option to enter into a

- 9_

joint venture.

It did not enter into the joint venture; neither

did it grant the $500,000.00 line of credit as it contracted to
do.
Contracts to lend money are well recognized in the law,
and if those contracts are breached and the borrower is unable to
get money elsewhere, the lender, having notice of the purpose for
which the money was desired, will be liable for damage caused by
the borrower's inability to carry out his purpose, if the
performance of the promise would have enabled him to do so.

11

Williston 414 (§ 1411); W. C. Shepherd Co. v. Royal Indemnity
Co.. 192 F2d 710, 715-717 (5th Cir. 1951); Hunt v. United Bank &
Trust Co., 291 P. 184, 188 (Calif. 1930); Culp v. Western Loan &
Building Co.. 214 P. 145 (Wash. 1923); aff'd. 220 P. 766 (1923);
Stern v. Premier Shirt Corporation. 183 NE 363, 364 (NY 1932);
Avalon Construction Company v. Kirch Holding Co.. 175 NE 651, 653
(NY 1931).

This is the language of the New York Court of Appeals

in Stern;
"(Speaking of contracts to lend money)
Similar engagements are common enough among
business men.
it

M

. . The action is at law for damages caused
by defendants1 breach of their agreement to
loan money. Under the facts of this case,
the damages should be measured by the profits
which plaintiff may be able to show with
reasonable certainty were lost to him by the
breach. Bagley v. Smith, 10 N.Y. 489, 61
Am.Dec. 756; Dart v. Laimbeer, 107 N.Y. 664,
14 N.E. 291; Doushkess v. Burger Brewing Co.,
20 App.Div. 375, 47 N.Y.S. 312."
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Dore, arguing in defense of United Silver's claim for
damages flowing from the breach of paragraph 5(c) of the "Vipont
Confirmation Project Agreement" of May 28, 1981, argued that
United Silver, at the time that it demanded performance of the
"Vipont Confirmation Project Agreement" of May 28, 1981, neither
"owned or controlled" the property which was to be given as
collateral for the loan, nor provided "clear and marketable"
title to that property.
As we have seen in the "Statement of Facts", the
necessary ownership and control did exist, and the necessary
security was given.

Nevertheless, Judge Omer Call, in his

Memorandum Decision of April 8, 1986, determined:
"The court . . finds and concludes the
parties contemplated marketable title, free
and clear of liens or encumbrances and
reasonable certainty of freedom from law
suits. Here a lawsuit presently exists under
documents which may entitle the litigant to a
lien on the property and to eighty (80%)
percent of the net proceeds from the
processing of the dumps and tailings.
Accordingly defendants motion for summary
judgment compelling plaintiff to furnish
$500,000.00 line of credit to defendant
should be denied. That part of plaintiff's
motion for summary judgment adjudicating no
obligation on plaintiff to provide such
$500,000.00 line of credit should be
granted." Memorandum Decision, 4-8-86, p. 3.
Judge Call's decision was followed by an "Order
Determining Uncontroverted Facts and Conclusions of Law", of May
20, 1986, in which Judge Call found, inter alia, that:
"6. Prior to February 3, 1983, defendant
delivered to plaintiff a cetrain (sic)
Commitment for Title Insurance isued (sic) by
Hillam Abstracting and Insurance Company of
- 11 -

Brigham City, Utah in the proposed insurance
amount of $6,000,000.00, covering the title
to the mining claims compromising a portion
of the Mining Properties, subject to those
certain restrictions and exclusions listed
therein.
"7. Defendant made demand on plaintiff for
plaintiff to extend a $500,000.00 line of
credit to defendant but plaintiff has failed
and refused to extend any credit to
defendant." Order of 5-20-86, p. 4.
Despite Judge Call's determination that Dore, as early
as October 15, 1981, had knowledge of the claims of one Paul
Hoffman against United (Order Determg. Uncontrvd. Facts, 5-20-86,
pp. 4-5), and, despite the tender of the title insurance policy,
the Judge concluded that the Hoffman action prevented United
Silver from tendering marketable title, and relieved Dore of the
obligation to perform according to paragraph 5(c) of the "Vipont
Confirmation Project Agreement" of May 28, 1981. Judge Call's
critical determinations were:
"1. Defendant was required to tender
marketable title to the Mining Properties to
plaintiff as a condition precedent to any
obligation on the part of plaintiff to extend
any line of credit to defendant.
"2. Marketable title under the circumstances
of this case required that the title to the
Mining Properties be free and clear of all
liens or encumbrances and free from any
threatened or pending litigation that might
adversely affect plaintifffs interest in the
Mining Properties.
"3. Title insurance coverage covering the
potential initial outlay by plaintiff might
not afford plaintiff adequate protection with
respect to the ultimate expenditures and/or
investment which plaintiff might make in
connection with its potential ownership
interest in the Mining Properties.
- 12 -

"4. A commitment for title insurance is not
equivalent to marketable title under the
circumstances of this case, the Court being
persuaded in this regard by the holding and
rationale of Kipahulu Investment Co, v.
Seltzer Partnershipf 675 P.2d 778 (Hawaii
Ct.App. 1983).
"5. The pendency of the Hoffman Action and
the claims asserted by Hoffman in connection
therewith rendered the title to the Mining
Properties unmarketable insofar as plaintiff
is concerned.
11

6. Plaintiff has at no time had any
obligation to extend a $500,000.00 line of
credit to defendant for the reason that
defendant failed to provide or tender to
plaintiff good and marketable title to the
Mining Properties, which tender was a
condition precedent to any obligation on the
part of plaintiff to extend any line of
credit to defendant.11 Order of 5-20-86, pp.
3-4.
Consequently, Judge Call entered an "Order Granting
Partial Summary Judgment and Order on Motions for Partial Summary
Judgment" on May 20, 1986, denying Unitedfs motion for partial
summary judgment relative to the enforcement of paragraph 5(c),
and granting Dore's motion for summary judgment for the dismissal
of United Silverfs claim in that regard.

2d Order of 5-20-86,

pp. 2-3.
While the District Judge did not cite authority for his
conclusions other than the Hawaii Supreme Court decision in
Kipahulu Investment Company v. Seltzer, 675 P2d 778 (App. 1983),
which concluded that title insurance is not necessarily
equivalent to marketability (Order Determg. Uncontrvd. Facts,
5-20-86, p. 6), it would appear that the Court concluded that at
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the time of United Silver's demand for performance it was unable
to deliver adequate "title" to secure Dore.
As Judge Call noted in his Memorandum Decision (Memo.
D e c , 4-8-86, p. 2), Stephen Friedrich, the president of LLC
Corporation, Dorefs parent company, acknowledged an agreement
that a title insurance commitment would satisfy the title
requirements of Dore.

Depo. Friedrich, 12-21-83, pp. 47-49.

The Utah cases reason that a buyer (in our case, a
lender) will not be heard to complain about the state of "title"
unless it appears that it will be impossible or at least highly
unlikely that the seller (in our case, the borrower) will be able
to perform his contract when he is called upon to do so.
Corporation Nine v. Taylor, 30 Utah 2d 47, 513 P2d 417, 421
(1973); Marlowe Investment Corporation v. Radmall, 485 P2d 1402,
1404 (Utah 1971); Woodard v. Allen. 265 P2d 398 (Utah 1953).
While "title" in the "Vipont Confirmation Project
Agreement" could be interpreted as marketable title, free of
liens and encumbrances, this is not to say that one in a position
to offer security through "title" must necessarily own the fee
simple title therein, clear of all encumbrances or the interest
of any other person.

As the Utah Court has noted in Hall v.

Fitzgerald. 671 P2d 224, 227 (1983):

- 14 -

11

. . "title1 can refer to a wide array of
estates or interests, including legal title,
equitable title, or a mere right of
possession. Dover Veterans Council, Inc. v.
City Of Dover, 119 N.H. 738, 407 A.2d 1195,
1196 (1979); 41A Words and Phrases 373-91
(1965); 73 C.J.S. Property § 15 (1951)."
There, the Court found that the vendor had fulfilled
his contractual responsibility, even though he lacked fee title
to the property*
The only condition precedent, as regards "title", which
United had to perform was to provide the security required by
paragraph 5(c) of the "Vipont Confirmation Project Agreement"
through presenting evidence of title which United was prepared to
make available for that security.

What United did was to provide

a $6 million title insurance commitment as to the security
tendered from a Utah-based title insurance company, underwritten
by a national title insurance concern.

As the Arizona Court of

Appeals noted in McFadden v. Wilder. 429 P2d 694, 697-698 (1967),
an "acceptable owner's title insurance policy" is sufficient to
satisfy any condition precedent which involves the furnishing of
"title".
The Hawaii Court in Kipahulu Inv. Co. v. Seltzer
Partnership, 675 P2d 778 (App. 1983)f did conclude that
"marketable title and insurable title are not generally
synonymous".

A review of the Kipahulu facts, however,

substantially depletes the case's persuasive quality.

There, a

developer sought the property for development and resale.
Substantial breaks in the chain of title were identified.

- 15 -

One

can see where the developer would have concern since he would
have to live with the title problems, not just to the extent of
the title insurance, but on into the unforeseeable future.

In

our case, the extent of the lenderfs jeopardy is $500,000.00, and
a reputable title insurance company was prepared to fully cover
up to that amount.

It is impossible to see where Dore could have

been hurt by any distinction between "marketable title" and
"insurable title".

We think that the Hawaii Court in Kipahulu

presents a nearly impossible test for the establishment of
marketable title, a test which we do not find to have been
suggested in other decisions*

Still, we believe that the Hawaii

case must be confined to its facts, and we donft see where
anything in that case would persuade a Court in our case to
conclude that United had failed to meet the conditions precedent
specified in paragraph 5(c) of the "Vipont Confirmation Project
Agreement".
Did the Hoffman claims in the Idaho Court somehow
prevent United Silver from being able to fulfill its obligations
under paragraph 5(c) of the "Vipont Confirmation Project
Agreement"?

A brief analysis of the Hoffman claims will, we

believe, display that they do not have that effect.
Paul Hoffman sued United in Idaho, claiming an interest
in a limited partnership, Vipont Mines, Ltd.

The case is in

Idaho; it is against United and not against Bannock; it consists
of a claim to establish an interest in a limited partnership of
which United was the general partner.

- 16 -

It does not constitute a

claim against the Utah real property owned by Bannock, including
the A-level and Phelan dumps.

Exh. "N", Aff. of L. Robert

Anderson, 7-23-85.
At the time of United Silverfs demand, Hoffman had been
expressly barred from claiming any ownership in the Box Elder
County real property.
23-85.

Exh. "M", Aff. of L. Robert Anderson, 7-

When Hoffmanfs lis pendens was lifted in Box Elder County

(Appendix A), there remained no Hoffman claim as to the real
property (if ever there was one), and for that reason the title
insurance issued.

It cannot be reasonably argued that the Idaho

litigation in any way caused the Utah real property to become
unmarketable.
Critical is the fact that Hoffman makes no claim to any
ownership in property to which the title lies vested in Bannock
Silver.

He has not sued Bannock, and he did not maintain the

action in Utah where any claim to title in the real property
would have to be brought.
There is no question but that the $6,000,000 title
insurance policy proffered by Hillam Abstracting & Insurance
Company of Brigham City satisfied the requirements of paragraph
5(c) of the "Vipont Project Confirmation Agreement".

Hillam was

fully advised of the existence of the Idaho litigation and of the
lis pendens which was filed in connection with that litigation.
When the Idaho Court issued its injunction against Hoffman and
required the removal of the lis pendens, Hillam, for the first
time, issued the Commitment.

It cannot be reasonably argued that
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the specified phrase of the Commitment would in any way
invalidate the guaranty offered Dore, or in any way constitute a
risk of failure of fulfillment of United1s obligations under
paragraph 5(c) of the "Vipont Confirmation Project Agreement".
Judge Call concluded that the "Partnership Agreements"
(presumably, between Hoffman and United) "would support, if not
compel" a conclusion that Hoffman "has a valid lien upon the
Mining Properties".
5.

Order Determg. Uncontrvd. Facts, 5-20-86, p.

A study of the Agreement between Hoffman and United doesnft

support this finding.
The only reference to a lien in Hoffman1s favor is
found in section 3.2(g) of the Limited Partnership Agreement of
April 30, 1977 (Appendix B; Deft.fs Answers to Interrogs., 5-1785) (hereinafter 4-30-77 Agreement), where it is stated that
Hoffman is entitled to "hold and claim a lien upon the interest
of the General Partner (United) and the Partnership (United and,
when qualified, Hoffman) in the Vipont Silver Mine property, and
upon all minerals produced therefrom" until Hoffman is "repaid".
4-30-77 Agreement, p. 6.

The language of section 3.2(g) relates

directly to paragraph 3.2(f) (and 54.2), which provides for
"repayment" only if "commercial ore is recovered from underground
mine development", and then only from "net revenues realized" in
the underground development.

4-30-77 Agreement, p. 8.

We review

the exact language of the "Limited Partnership Agreement, Vipont
Mines, Ltd." of April 30, 1977 (4-30-77 Agreement, p. 6):
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"Section 3.2(g): In order to secure the
repayment of the contributions of the Limited
Partner as provided for hereinabove, the
Limited Partner shall be entitled to hold and
claim a lien upon the interest of the General
Partner and the Partnership in the Vipont
Silver Mine property and upon any minerals
produced therefrom until the contributions
have been fully repaid." (Emphasis
supplied.)
The question then becomes what was the "repayment . . provided
for hereinabove".

Obviously, the reference is to paragraph

3.2(f), which provides (4-30-77 Agreement, p. 6):
"All contributions to the Partnership by the
Limited Partner shall be regarded as loans,
to be repaid in accordance with Section 4.2
hereof."
Section 4.2, entitled "Repayment of Loans Made by the
Limited Partner", reads (4-30-77 Agreement, p. 8):
"If as a result of the underground
development of the Vipont Silver Mine which
is anticipated by the parties hereto
commercial ore is recovered, the loans made
to the Partnership by the Limited Partner
shall be repaid out of the net revenues
realized (gross revenues less all costs and
expenses, direct or indirect, which may be
properly allocated to the mining, milling and
marketing of said ores). All such net
revenues shall be divided 20% to the General
Partner and 80% to the Limited Partner until
the loans made by the Limited Partner to the
Partnership have been fully repaid."
(Emphasis supplied.)
The situation, then, was that Hoffman acquired a lien
if, and only if, commercial ore was recovered as a result of
underground development of the mine through the activities of
Hoffman and United in the implementation of the "Limited
Partnership Agreement".
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There was never any evidence in this case (nor indeed,
in the Idaho case) that any commercial ore was recovered as a
result of the underground development contemplated in the 4-30-77
Agreement.

For this reason, and for the further reasons that the

Idaho Court had no jurisdiction to impose lien, and Bannock
Silver, the owner of the properties in question, was not a party
to the Idaho action, Hoffman has no lien*
Judge Call in Finding (12) (Order Determg. Uncontrvd.
Facts, 5-20-86, p. 5) went on to state that Hoffman had a lien to
secure a claim for 80% of the "net proceeds" from the processing
of dumps and tailings "a portion of the Mining Properties" "to
repay the contributions" made by Hoffman to the Limited
Partnership.

There is nothing in the "Limited Partnership

Agreement" of April 30, 1977, which so provides.
As we have seen, whatever lien rights come into
existence through the Agreement of April 30, 1977, are those
provided for by section 3.2(g), lien rights related to
underground development of commercial ore.

The Agreement

provides for the "Sharing of Net Revenues" from the "Processing
of Existing Tailings and Dumps" (4-30-77 Agreement, p. 7), but
there are no lien rights related to those "net revenues" from
that "processing".
is infirm.

Thusly, Judge Call's finding in that regard

Similarly marred is his determination that the lien

extends to 80% of the net proceeds from the processing of the
tailings and dumps.

In fact, section 4.1 of the Agreement of
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April 30, 1977 (p. 7 ) , provides for this division of the "net
revenues" from the "processing":
(1)
(United).

20% thereof was to go to the General Partner

Section 4.1(a).
(2)

80% thereof was to be retained by the Limited

Partnership for designated purposes.
(3)

Section 4.1(b).

Only after the Partnership had retained $350,000

from the 80% share was any part thereof to go to the Limited
Partner (Hoffman) to be applied to "loans" made to the
Partnership, or, in his discretion, to be used for "additional
mine development".

Section 4.1(c).

(p. 7 ) .

As we have seen, the unrebutted testimony at the trial
of the Hoffman - United Silver case in Idaho was that there were
never any "net revenues" from the "processing" of the tailings
and dumps.
Judge Call f s determinations contained in Finding (12)
(Order Determg. Uncontrvd. Facts, 5-20-86, p. 5) are quite simply
incorrect.
The decisions of this Court make it clear that upon
motion for summary judgment the movant will prevail only if there
is no genuine issue of material facts after the pleadings,
depositions, admissions and affidavits have been construed most
favorably to the opposing party, with the facts demonstrating
that the movant is entitled to a judgment as a matter of law.
Durham v. Marqetts. 571 P2d 1332, 1334 (Utah 1977); Frederick May
& Co. v. Dunn. 368 P2d 266, 268 (Utah 1962).
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Summary judgment in

favor of the Plaintiff as to the $500,000.00 line of credit issue
was totally inappropriate in this case.
Unhappily, Judge Low elected to adopt Judge Call's
Order of May 20, 1986, as the "law of the case", and the
determinations of the Order were incorporated in the final
judgment entered by Judge Low.

Memo. Dec, 8-31-88, p. 2;

Judgmt., 6-19-89.

(b)

The Attorney Fee/Cost Award:

In its disposition of the attorney fee issue (Memo.
D e c , 3-29-89), the District Court determined that there were
four (4) basic issues with different prevailing parties, and then
determined who prevailed as to each issue and whether the
activity of the prevailing party constituted activity in the
enforcement of the contract (under paragraph 7(c)) entitling the
prevailing party to an attorney fee award.
As to the first issue (the Court1s Issue 3), replevin,
the Court determined that replevin action was not to enforce the
provisions of the Agreement, and declined an award of fees.
As to the second issue (the Court's Issue 1), the
question of the $500,000 line of credit, the Court determined
that Dore was the prevailing party, that this was action to
enforce the Agreement, and that Dore was entitled to fees.
As to the third issue (the Court designated this issue
as No. 2 and No. 3 at different parts of the decision), the Court
concluded that United Silver was the prevailing party, but that
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rescission is not an effort to "enforce the provisions" of the
Agreement, and that, therefore, no fees could be awarded.
As to the fourth issue (the Court refers to this under
Point 2 at one part of the decision, and under Point 4 at another
part), the claim for reimbursement of funds advanced to United
Silver, the Court made no conclusion as to who "prevailed", but
determined that this part of Dorefs claim was "outside the terms
and provisions of the contract", and that no fees should be
awarded.
United Silver doesn't disagree with the Courtfs
analysis of the first and fourth points.

It does not disagree

with the Courtfs determination that Dore was the prevailing party
as to the second point, and that the second point concerned the
enforcement of the Agreement.

It does disagree with the Court's

allocation of fees for the prosecution of a summary judgment
motion.
The principal area of disagreement, however, is to the
third point, as to which the Court determined that United Silver
was indeed the prevailing party, but that no fees could be
awarded because a rescission claim was not a claim for
"enforcement of the contract".
Is a claim for rescission of an agreement a contract
claim, as to which attorney fees may be awarded to the prevailing
party?
At least three decisions from jurisdictions in the
western United States conclude that a rescission action is in
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fact an action upon the contract, and that the prevailing party
in such an action is entitled to fees. Ayotte v. Redmon, 110
Idaho 726, 726-727 (1986); Hastings v. Matlock, 217 Cal.Rptr.
856, 866 (Cal.App. 1985); Preston v. McDonnell, 659 P2d 276, 278
(Mont. 1983).
In Ayotte. the plaintiff sought to rescind an agreement
which contained an attorney fee provision.

He was successful in

that attempt and was awarded fees. The Idaho Supreme Court
concluded that this was appropriate, using this language:
"No question exists that the Ayottes were
forced to 'retain counsel to institute suit1
under the contract, and were the prevailing
party* Under this contract provision, they
would appear to be due their reasonable
attorney's fees." (Id., p. 727.)
In Hastings. the California Court reasoned:
"In an action to enforce the rescission of a
written land sale agreement, containing a
clause for attorney's fees which does not
limit recovery of such fees to any particular
form of action involving the contract, the
prevailing party is entitled to an award of
such fees." (Id.. p. 866.)
In Ayotte. and possibly in Hastings, it might be argued
that the contract provisions differed from those contained in the
Agreement of May 28, 1981.

In the Agreement at issue, the

provision is:
"In the event that legal action shall be
necessary to enforce the provisions hereof,
the prevailing party shall be entitled to a
reasonable attorney fee."
In Ayotte (p. 726), the attorney fee provision read:
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11

. . in the event that either party retains
counsel to institute suit hereunder or to
otherwise enforce the terms of this contract,
the losing party agrees to pay a reasonable
sum as attorney fees for such services."
We see possible distinction, but no difference.
In Preston, the successful party resisted a rescission
claim, and the Montana Court responded to the contention that
fees should not be allowed thusly:
"Appellants argue in the next issue that
McDonnell should not be awarded attorney fees
and costs. They claim that the contract
provisions allowing attorney fees apply only
to enforcement and not rescission of the
contract. This contention lacks merit.
it

.

.

". . Here, because the contracts provide for
the award of attorney fees and costs to the
prevailing party, the award of fees and costs
was proper."
There is no logical basis in our case for the award of
fees as to the second issue and a denial of fees as to the third
issue.

Certainly, Trayner v. Cushinq. 688 P2d 856 (Utah 1984),

does not so mandate.

What it does mandate is that where each

party is "successful on one or more points", each is entitled to
an attorney fee award "for successfully enforcing the agreement
against the other".

Trayner. 688 P2d at 858.

The fee award to Dore as to the second issue would
certainly seem to be totally disproportionate to the effort
involved, that is the prosecution of a motion for summary
judgment of dismissal, as to which Dore was only partially
successful.

As the District Court noted in its March 29, 1989,
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decision# the bulk of the time invested in this case had to do
with the trial itself, and the preparation for that trial.
United Silver was successful as to the contract issues, requiring
the great bulk of the attorney time upon trial and in preparation
for trial.

The disposition of the attorney fee claims should

reflect that fact.
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CONCLUSION/RELIEF SOUGHT
The Judgment of the District Court as it relates to the
dismissal of United Silverfs counterclaim for relief on account
of the breach of paragraph 5(c) of the Agreement of May 28, 1981
(the $500,000 line of credit question) should be reversed, and
the District Court should be directed to reinstate the
counterclaim and to proceed to determination of the appropriate
relief due United Silver on account of the breach of the
specified provision.
The District Courtfs award of attorney fee and costs to
Dore should be vacated, and the case should be remanded with
directions to the District Court to proceed to determination of
an appropriate attorney fee award as to the issue of the $500,000
line of credit, after the relief due United Silver in that regard
is determined.

The District Court should be instructed to vacate

its Order denying attorney fees to United Silver as to the
rescission issue, and should be instructed to proceed to make a
determination of the appropriate fee to be awarded United Silver
as to that issue.
In the event the Court does not reverse as to the line
of credit issue, the attorney fee award to Dore should be
vacated, and the case should be remanded to the District Judge
for re-examination of its award.

In either event, the case

should be remanded to the District Court for an appropriate award
of fees and costs to United Silver as to the rescission issue.
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Respectfully submitted, this

i

z/
day of October,

1990.

WEBB, Bi
& W,
liloydjja.
Webb
A t t o r n e y s i£or A p p e l l a n t UNITED
SILVER MINES, INC.

-
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on the 1st day of October, 1990,
a true and correct copy of the within and foregoing BRIEF OF
APPELLANT was mailed, postage prepaid, to the following counsel
of record:
RAY G. MARTINEAU, ESQ.
40 East South Temple
Suite 360
Salt Lake City, Utah
84111
LESLIE W. SLAUGH, ESQ.
Howard, Lewis & Petersen
120 East 300 North
P. O. Box 778
Provo, Utah 84603
Thomas H. Church, Esq.
P. O. Box 1286
Burley, Idaho
83318-1286
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VACATION AND RELEASE OF LIS PENDENS

PAUL HOFFMAN does by this instrument vacate and
release that certain Lis Pendens recorded on his behalf on
December 28, 1981, in the office of the County Recorder for
Box Elder County, Utah, as Recorder's No. 89289H, in Book
12, page 686 of the Mining Records of the County Recorder
for Box Elder County, Utah, the said Lis Pendens having been
claimed to be applicable to the following described real
property situated in Box Elder County, Utah:
The patented lode mining claims in
Sec. 31, T. 15 N., R. 17 WSLM; Sees.
6 and 7, T. 14 N., R. 17 WSLM;
Sec. 36, T. 15 N., R. 18 WSLM; and
Sees. 1 and 12, T. 14 N., R.
18 WSLM, described as:
CLAIMS

PATENT NO.

Catherine, Nos. 1-6
Contract Mine, Nos. 1-3
Dugway, Nos. 1-6, 8--20
Fraction
Northern, 1-5
Park, Nos. 1-4
Poorman
Sentinel Mine No. 2
Southern Nos. 1-3
West End
Argenta
Black
Champion
Clipper
Homestake
Homestake Millsite
Lexington

42134
42134
42134
42134
42134
42134
42134
42134
42134
42134
24640
24639
24642
24577
24576
24576
24641

Together with all mining facilities,
machinery and equipment related thereto.
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This vacation and release is accomplished consistent
with ths Order of the District Court of the Fifth Judicial
District of the State of Idaho, in and for the County of
Cassia, entered the 24th day of September, 1982, a copy of
which Ojtder is attached hereto and made a part of this
vacation and release as if here set out in full, according
to the terms of the said Order.

STATE OF ILLINOIS
County of Cook
On the //Z^r

)
)
)

ss.

day of X^T^rK^-C^,

1982, personally

appeared before me PAUL HOFFMAN, the signer of the above
instrument, who duly acknowledged to me that he executed the
same.

y&c&&ts*<*^-m
NOTARY PJSTBLIC

Residence
Commiss ion expires:
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JN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CASSIA
* * * * *
PAUL HOFFMAN,
Case No.

13069-12-80

Plaintiff,
ORDER IN IMPLEMENTATION
OF PRELIMINARY INJUNCTION:
REQUIRING REMOVAL OF LIS
PENDENS

vs.
UNITED SILVER MINES, INC.,
Defendant.

* * * * *
This matter came before the Court for hearing on
the 10th day of September, 1982.

Present in telephone

conference call were the Plaintiff, through his counsel,
Reginald R. Reeves, the Defendant, through its counsel,
Lloyd J. Webb, and the Honorable George Granata, Jr., District
Judge.

The Court thereafter, having given counsel for the

Plaintiff an opportunity to submit a brief in response to
Defendant's argument, and Plaintiff having elected not to
submit such a brief, the Court has fully considered the
matter, and has issued its decision of September 21, 1982,
granting Defendant's Motion to implement the Preliminary
In3unction by requiring the Plaintiff to remove from the
records of Box Elder County, Utah, a certain Lis Pendens
recorded on December 28, 1981.

Accordingly, the following

Order is entered:

ORDLR IN IMPLEMENTATION OF PRELIMINARY INJUNCTION - 1
ATTACHMENT to Vacation and Release of Lis Pendens, p. 1 of 2
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IT I S HEREBY ORDERED t h a t
HOFFMAN r e m o v e from t h e r e c o r d s o f

the P l a i n t i f f

PAUL

Box E l d e r C o u n t y ,

Utah

•>1

*
that certain Lis Pendens recorded on his behalf on DecemberVJ^ ^-J
28, 1981, as Recorder's No. 89289H claimed to be applicable^*^^
,to the following described real property situated in Box
Elder County, Utah:

*

The patented lode mining claims in
Sec. 31, T. 15 N., R. 17 WSLM; Sees,
6 and 7, T. 14 N., R. 17 WSLM;
Sec. 36, T. 15 N. , R. 18 WSLM; and
Sees. 1 and 12, T. 14 N., R.
18 WSLM, described as:
CLAIMS

*J | 1

v

«* ^ v n - ^ ' '

PATENT NO.

Catherine, Nos. 1-6
Contract Mine, Nos. 1-3
Dugway, Nos. 1-6, 8-20
Fraction
Northern, 1-5
Park, Nos. 1-4
Poorman
Sentinel Mine No. 2
Southern Nos. 1-3
West End
Argenta
Black
Champion
Clipper
Homestake
Homestake Millsite
Lexington

42134
42134
42134
42134
42134
42134
42134
42134
42134
42134
24640
24639
24642
24577
24576
24576
24641

Together with all mining facilities, machinery and equipment related
P
thereto.
3

^ ^ ^ ^ ^i*

H

m
^U
1

Ntf

d

1

The Plaintiff PAUL HOFFMAN shall accomplish the removal as
here ordered within fourteen (14) days from the date of this
Order.
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the maintenance of the
Lis Pendens against the Box Elder County, Utah, real property
is in violation of the Preliminary Injunction issued by this
Court on the 22nd day of June, 1982, and is improper given
the pleadings of this case and th<
DATED this

c2l~

day of

GEORGE GRANATA, JR.
District Judge

A°T<

7
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LIMITED PARTNERSHIP AGREE! 1EHT
VIPONT MINES, LTD.
This Agreement of Limited Partnership, entered into am"
effective a*? of the

_E Q'~ day of April, 1977, by and bstveer

UNITED SILVER MINES, INC., a Utah Corporation, (hereinafter referred to as the -General Partner"'-) , and PAUL HOFFMAN, a resident
of the State of Indiana, (hereinafter referred to as the "Limited
Partner").
ARTICLE I.
Section 1.1 - Formation of Partnership;
The parties hereto hereby form a Limited Partnership pursuant
to the provisions of Utah Code Annotated 48-2-1 et. seq. (1?53)
and in accordance with the provisions of this Agreement, vhicn
oraanization is referred to herein as the "Partnership", TFparties shall hereafter execute a certificate of limited partnership containing the information required by statute and cause rucn
certificate to be filed in the office of the Salt Lake Coun**'
Clerk in accordance with the Utah Limited Partnership Act.

The

parties shall also execute a certificate indicating their intenticr
to do business under the name and style of Vipont Mines, Li-. **n':
file said certificate in the office of the Utah Secretary cf St-tc.
Section 1.2

- Partnership Name:

Tne name of the Partnership shall be Vipont limes, L-d. - business of the Partnership may be conducted under such nn^c
(vnere sucft name is permitted) and under such variation? zi

t^*.-

name as tne General Partner deems advisable.
Sectic*

1*3 - Principal Office:
Tne initial onncioai office of the Partnership snail re --

TCP SoJth Kilson (P. C. Bex 267), Oakley, Idaho E334t, and

v

•artnersnip snail conduct business at such location and ir a*\
td .tin-.til iocatiTS. a? ray, fir- ti-= t.r tire,

O^TTEDJ.VEV'-E!;;:;
*
APPENDIX

B - p T ^ l of

/•
lVpagfes » •

be deter-i* '

Section 1.4 - Term ol Partnership:
The Partnership shall be effective from and after the clrte
3f this Agreement and shall continue in existence until December
31, 2001 unless sooner terminated pursuant to any provision? of
this Agreement or the dissolution provisions of any applicable
statutes.
ARTICLE II.
Section 2.1 - Purposes and Powers of the Partnership:
The general purpose of the Partnership shall be to invest in,
explore for, and engage in the business of mining silver and othr:
ores, principally on property located in the State of Ut?.h, kno*-^
as the Vipont Silver Mine,

Such purposes may be accomplished

throuan:
a) The conducting of geological, geophysical and other exploratory investigations;
M

Drilling nev areas, reopening old areas, equipping, revorkinc,
re-equipping, recompleting, deepening and abandoning of
exploratory and development drilling areas;

c) Constructing, equipping, and operating facilities for the
milling and processing of extracted ores and the sale of the
end products of all such milling and processing coeraticr.r;
d) The employment of such parties and personnel and such legal,
accounting, geoloaical, geophysical and engineering service?
and advice as needed in tne course cf coeratiens under t M s
Agreement:;
e) The Dayment (or, where aocropriate, the failure to m?>e r*y-**-n«

h) The purchase and establishment of inventories of equipment
and materials;
i) The holding of Partnership properties in the name of a
nominee;
j) The administration or non-producing properties;
};) The salef relinquishment, release, farmout or other disposition
of any producing or non-producing property, leases, leasehold interests or contractual rights to acquire such interests,
v:hich the Partnership decides should be sold, released,
farmed out, relinquished or othervrise disposed of?
1) Entering into partnerships or joint ventures v:hereby the
Partnership becomes a general or limited partner, or joint
venturer in order to carry out the purposes of the Partnership;
m.; Associating the Partnership with other persons, firms and
corporations in any partnerships, joint venturer and other
associations, which have as one of their purpose? the
business of mining silver and other ores, or the construction
and operation of facilities for the milling and processing
of extracted ores, or the sale of the end products of
milling and processing operations, and the conducting of
any and all activities incidental to the foregoing principal
activities; and v:ithout limiting the foregoing, the Partnership may associate in joint ventures with or become a
partner in any other exploratory mining program; and
n) Any and all other acts or activities customary or incident
to the exploration fcr mining of silver and ether ere* ,
and the construction and operation of facilities fcr tnc
milling anc processing of extracted ores and/cr for the
sale cf the enz
operations.

products of the milling and processing

' Section 2.2 - Expenditure of Capital;
'j
The primary purpose of the Partnership is the business of
l!
I minino silver and other ores, the milling and Drocessino of the

II

"

j« extracted ores, and the sale of the end products of the milling
i!

i and processing operations primarily on property located in the
I State of Utah, known as the Vipont Silver Mine, which is coverrd
!
|l by a "Mine Lease" which is to be contributed to the Partnership

J
II by the General Partner, as described hereinafter.

It is contem-

j plated that the Limited Partner will provide and/or arrange fcr
,) financing in the amount of $1,750,000.00 in order to assure that
j| the Partnership will have sufficient funds available for such
j; minina and processina. The manner in which this financina is to
;

i

i be provided is set forth in further detail hereinafter and in a
\\

*) separate agreement entitled "Financing Agreement". The period nf %-j
w
jl
time during
which
the initial
$750,000.00
*hr. rh
.th~. Iduring
.iir.jfee^ ^ -<i^ /
I spent
shall be
referred
to as "Phase
I'^and (<the
period
C
iij which the final $1,000,000.00
.
.
(which the Limited
Partner has^' 'WM

I Pr**~R-a*:—h?>^—&ar&&£—to—prc>v-idp or—acmir'ft iv ovniisblo) is being 7 /
i| agreed to provide and/or arrange for) is being spent shall be refI! erred to as "Phase II".
ARTICLE III.

I,j' Section

3.1 - Contribution by General Partner:

J

jj
;

The General Partner agrees to make the following contribution
to the capital of the Partnership:
i

ij a) To assian to the Partnership all of its riant, title anc
•«

interest in and to a "Mine Lease" entered into between Pannocv
Silver Mining Company, as lessor, and Thomas F. Miller, r:~
:

lessee, which is dated October 23, 1972, The interests of

.j

Thomas F. Miller and Sharon F. Miller, his wife, under tn«r
"Mine Lease" were assigned to the General Partner en /.pri! •',
Bannock Silver Mining Company is the owner of ratrntc!

',

1?73.

;'

}ode mining claims covering approximately 1,000 acres of

i

property located in Pox Elder County, Utah, which said proper

I

has been known in the past as the Vipont Silver Mine. The
*f1Jne Lease" covers this real property,
b) The General Partner agrees to assign to the Partnership the
stock which it owns in Bannock Silver Mining Company.
c) The General Partner, in additicn to its obligations as Genernl
Partner and the unlimited liability which it assumes on behalf
of the Partnership in such capacitv, shall furnish cr make
available to the Partnership its offices, personnel, general
geological and geophysical maps and records and any and all
other material, equipment and information, which relate to cr
can be used for the accomplishment of Partnership purposes and
which it is not prohibited from furnishing or making available
because of its relationship with third parties.
Section 3.2 - Contribution by Limited Partner:
The Limited Partner agrees to provide and/or arrange for '
financing in the amount of $1,750,000.00 in order to assure thnl
the Partnership will have sufficient funds available to mine and
process ores extracted from the Vipont Silver Mine.
a) Immediately upon the signing of this Agreement the Limited Partv~r
agrees to transfer to the Partnership 2,150,000 shares of stoc*'
in Pannock Silver /lining Company which it has acquired.

The

parties agree that for purposes of this Agreement the 2,15n.n''
shares of Bannock stock shall be valued at $100,000.00?
hj Also upon the signing of this /agreement the Limited Tartar
agrees to transfer $25,000.00 into a Partnership bank account
and to thereafter replenish the bank nc*~unt balance monthly tT
this level in order to provide working crcital fr- the venfjrc*
c] Thereafter, at the times and under the circumstances set frrtir tne Financing Acreenent which, is beinc executed this r**"
r.-:c, trie Lirr.itec Partner agrees to crevice cr: ':: ::::**:£ rr:
£ 2 " . 000.00 as required in purchasing equipment znz

surplus

and providing working capital for the Partnership.
d' Th- baiu'ics cf ^250,0??.00 ns'B'zed to cr*~rl = tc t^e f:r~^*r:~r
cf rh i?9 I. ^s tr cc^r f rcn revenues rEtEir.sd r »* the F 5r t^or?' * r
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from the processing of the tailings and duirrs on tne Y:rcV.
Silver nine property, as further described in Section 4.1 of
this Agreement,
e) The parties contemplate that Phase I will be completed somctim^l
in 1978.

Upon the completion of Phase I f the Limited Partner

has an option for ninety

j

(90) days to provide and/or arranoe

for additional financina in the amount of $1,000,000.00 in

I

order to complete the Phase II development of the Vipont Silver)
Mine.

If the additional $1,000,000.00 in financing is not

provided and/or arranged for within the ninety

j

(90) day period,

the Limited Partner loses all right to participate in tne
Phase II development.

The conditions and circumstances under

which the contribution of this additional financing will occur
are further set forth in the rinancing Agreement which is being!
executed this same date.

[

f) All contributions to the Partnership by the Limited Partner
shall be regarded as loans, to be repaid in accordance with
Section 4.2 hereof•

Each loan shall bear interest on the

unpaid balance of principal at a rate which is equal to one f
percentage point above the prime interest rate as determined

j

by the First National City Bank of New York at the time that
the loan is made.
g) In order to secure the repayment of the contributions of the
Limited Partner as provided for hereinabove, the Limited
Partner shall be entitled to held and ciair. a lien upon t-.i
interest of the General Partner and the Partnershio in the
Viccnt Silver Mine procerty and uson any minerals produced

I
;
t
I

therefrom until tne contributions have been fully repaid.
h) Tc tne extent that any of the contributions which the Limited
Frrtner is cblic^tec tc make urdsz* T*~izs^ ZI ar? obtain?*5 tvrc"""*
loans from Dam.s or ether financial institutions, and it i=

j

necessary to secure said loans, the parties agree thct t~c
T t s r s ? t of the Partnership m

t*^ Vi^cnt Silver ''i^e 2^

*• - rrod-iccicri cf ri^srais t^erefi"C""* rn

-1"*

be encJLT'JTcred tc rscjrc
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I

such a loan, and the Limited Partner agrees to subordinate t:>^
i

lien provided for in Section 3.2g) hereof to any such

. j

encumDrance.
i

ARTICLE IV.
• Section 4.1 - Sharinq of Net Revenues from Processinq of Existing
<
.
i

t, Tailings and Dumps:
;

|

There are presently tailings and dumps on the Vipont Silver

lline property which the parties anticipate processina fcr t^c
..purpose of recovering minerals which may be contained therein.

'' I

.

I

!! All net revenues realized from the processing of existing tailinc?
!i and dumps (gross revenue less the costs which may be properly

!

! allocated to processing these tailings and dumps) shall be divided
'and applied as follows:
i1

}'. a) 20% to the General Partner.
»
,* b) 80% to be retained by the Partnership to assist in financing
ij

the Phase I development until a total of $350,000.00 has been

;

retained.

;• c* After

the Partnership has retained $350f 000.00 **he balance cf {he
i

I

80% share shall oo to the Limited Partner to be applied to lcnr
i
which he has made to the Partnership or, in the discretion cf the
i

-.

,r
Limited Partner, to be used for additional rrine development.
i
j(d) The parties agree that underground mine development will rrt
i

j

oegin uncil sufficient processing cf the tailings and dunrs h"»~

•

occurred that, in the judgment of the Partners, the monthly

»

production rate from the rrocessing of the tailings and di^rpan be determined. Cnce determined, if the status and rrc-r:::'
for the processing of t*ie tailings and dumps are favcrabl^

'

(i.e. reasonably close tc preiectiens set cut in a oeclccic^l
report en the Vipont Sivier .Mine by Thomas F. Miller c'atei
February lCf 197 ) , the Limited Partner, at his discretion,
acrees tc advE:* e ncrc

f~r t^e urdercrcu^d ceveicr^e": i^ tx '

event tnat tne cash flow from the processina of the taiiinrs
.'

and durps dees not keep up with the costs of the underground
Revelermeat.
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Section *\ .2 - Repayment of Loans Made bv the Limited Partner:
i:

!»

If as a result of the underground development of the Vipcnt

. Silver Mine which is anticipated by the parties hereto commercial
ji ore is recovered, the loans made to the Partnership by the
j| Limited Partner shall be repaid out of the net revenues realised
|| (gross revenues less all costs and expenses, direct or indirect,
|j which may be properly allocated to the mining, milling and
ji marketing of said ores) . 7vll such net revenues shall be divided
j! 20% to the General Partner and 80% to the Limited Partner until
il the loans made by the Limited Partner to the Partnership have
i
!: been fullv repaid.
Il Section 4.3 - Sharing of Het Revenues from Underground Operations

i1

Ji
j
. After the Loans Made by the Limited Partner Have Been Repaid:
\,

At such time as the loans made by the Limited Partner to the

JI PartnershiD have been reoaid, additional net revenues faros?
!'
•!
]• revenues less all costs and expenses,
direct or indirect, which
L; may be properly allocated to the mining r milling and marketing
iof said ores) shall be divided 50% to the General Partner and
i

|J 501 to the Limited Partner.

This assumes that the Limited Fartne

Ji

! has provided or arranged for the full $l;750,000.00 to be made
i

j available to the Partnership to enable it to complete the Phase
|i and Phase II development.
!•

It is-understood and aoreed that the1
'

h Limited Partner shall be entitled to a 25% interest in the
j Partnership as soon as the Phase I development has been corcieted
'•through the expenditure of the $750,000.00 which will be required
|! therefor- The Limited Partner shall be entitled to an additional
" 23\ interest as soon as the Phase II development has beer, Ctrl' pleted through the expenditure of the SI, 000,000.00 vhic.n will be
•required therefor.

To tne extent that the Limited Partner rrrvii

and''or arranges for financing in an amount. less than Si, 75 0 , ?•?"*. "
his share of the net revenues shall be decreased proportionatelv
{

fr^rr. the 50* that he will be entitled to receive if the crstirc$1,750,000.00 is provided and/or arranged for in accordance wit.1.
Section 3.2 hereof.
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••Section 4.4 - A l l o c a t i o n of Deductions:

j
To the extent permitted by lat;, depletion and deductions
j and credits for Federal Income tax purposes shall be allocated as
|' follows:
j« a) During Phase I the Limited Partner shall be entitled to 100*
I!

v

of the depletion deductions and credits,

!i
ij b)| During Phase II and until the loans made by the Limited Partner
i!
have been reoaid, 80% of the depletion deductions and credits
I!
».
I»

shall be allocated to the Limited Partner and 20% to the

i

General Partner.

•j

credits shall be allocated on the same basis as the sharing

1

Thereafter the deoletion drducticn? an:!

of net revenues under the provisions of Section 4.3 hereof.
Section 4.5 - Distributions:

i

!f
Before the distribution of any net revenue occurs under
}J Sections 4.2 or 4.3 hereof, there shall first be established art*
i
!

maintained a working capital and contingency fund equivalent tc

.; four times the most recent average monthly total for operating
%

: costs and expenses.

Thereafter r net revenues shall be distributed

'< auarterly in accordance with Section 4.2 and 4.3 hereof.

In

! making such distributions of net revenue, the General Partner n*y
i1 take into consideration the costs of current development and debt
Is service requirements as veil as costs of development and operation
whicn are contemplated during the next quarterly period, and ret
aside such sur.s as it deems necessary to fulfill such obligations.
ARTICLE V.
Following the date of the initial contributions to the
Liritec Partnership, and within sixty

(6C) days from the date c:

these initial contrinutions, the General Partner agrees to attc-rt,
to accuire all of tre r e n a m m c

shares c r ^t^"k in Bar^oc1* £*i"~*

j
I

Kining Company (approximately 7% of the outstanding stock) not
j
alreadv contributed to the Limited Partnership in acccrda^oe \ : t^
^crtio r s 2 . 1 o) and r.2^0

j

hereof and to t*"*^T9oft9r oortritJt^ e-j*-*-<
»
srares a? an additional capital contribution to the Liritp-i
|
i
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I

!; P a r t n e r s h i p ,

It is t h e i n t e n t i o n o f the p a r t i e s "to d i s s o l v e and

', l i q u i d a t e B a n n o c k a t such time a s t h e L i m i t e d P a r t n e r s h i p b e c o m e s
i!
I, t h e o w n e r o f a l l o f t h e s h a r e s t h e r e o f and to t h e r e b y c a u s e the
(I L i m i t e d P a r t n e r s h i p t o b e c o m e t h e o w n e r of t h e m i n i n a p r o p e r t y
H
ji o w n e d by B a n n o c k a n d e l i m i n a t e the n e c e s s i t y of p a y i n g r o y a l t i e s
«j
I1 to B a n n o c k u n d e r the "Mine L e a s e " d a t e d O c t o b e r 2 3 , 1 9 7 2 w h i c h is
!• r e f e r r e d

to h e r e i n .

U n t i l such t i m e as the approximately' 7* of

i.
Jj Bannock stock has been acquired by the General Partner and ccnji

' tributed to the Limited Partnership, the General Partner acrees to
ji place its 20% of the revenue from the tailinns and dumps in escrow
'I In the event that the General Partner is not successful in acquir! ing the approximately 71 of Bannock stock, the parties agree thnt
i whatever these minority shareholders are entitled to receive v-.ll
j!

I be paid out of the General Partner's share of the revenue fro^
!| this venture.
U

,.

ARTICLE VI.

ji Section 6.1 - Management by the General Partner;
}J
The General Partner shall actively manage the Partnership
|! and conduct the business and control the affairs of the Partneri

} ship.

Subject to the provisions of the Financing Agreement which

jl is being executed this same date, the General Partner shall h?-e
{ full and complete power to do any and all things necessary cr
i incidental to the management and conduct of the Partnership busi• ness, including contract generally and sell, pool, utilize and
j farmout mineral development of any Partnership assets. The General
j

i Partner shall have authority to execute on behalf cf the Partner• shir all documents such as checks and drilling contracts.
r Section 6.2 - Action Requiring Approval cf Limited Partner;
The following snail re done by t^e

Gc-cral Partner c-1: »it

the concurrence cf the Limited Partner:
i

1

a^ The purchase or acquisition of new mining properties cr leases

i

!

J1

other than the Vipont Silver Mine property which is referrei
to above;

. b) The sale or abandonment of properties contributed to the Partner,

ship or the encumbrance of any real property interest of the

;

Partnership;

«! c) Admission of other General or Limited Partners into the

ij
f

J
Partnership;
ij d) During the period before a cash flow is generated from the
\.
ii
operation of the mine and/or related activities, the Limited
i

Partner shall be consulted as to all transactions of any kind
M

which exceed 510,000.00 in amount;
•! e) 7vll actions other than normal business activities v/hich can be
,

classified as extraordinary in nature.

A Section 6.3 - Reimbursement of General Partner Expenses;
,:

The Partners agree that the General Partner shall be reimbursed

i by the Partnership for all reasonable out-of-pocket expenses vhich
.ft' incurs in connection with the creneral manaaement and operation of

it

I

j the Partnershio. Such reasonable out-of-pocket exoer.ses shall inc2t*d~

I

i
••; but not be limited to, salaries and other employment expenses c:

j

:: officers and employees of the General Partner for work actually
. performed for the Partnership. The General Partner shall verify tcj
ji the Partnership on a reoular basis the expenses which it has incurred
J. in connection with the business of the Partnership and it shall
ji immediately thereafter be reimbursed by the Partnership fcr ail
it such expenses.
•' Section 6.^ - riling of Returns and Other Reports:
"

i

The General Partner shall cause the preparation and timely fili'1
}
i

: of all Partnership tax returns and shall make S"ch tax election? ?ir«
determinations as appear to it to be appropriate. The Limited Partner
shall be furnished with Partnership tax return information. The
' General Partner shall timely file all other reports and document? j
r e c u r e d bv anv governmental authority* havinr iurisdinior t?
*' require such filings.

]

.• Session €.5 — Z.nf crmatirr. to be Furnished:
9

"
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, these monthly reports are further set forth in the Financinc
i* Agreement which is being executed this same date.
i

fj

ARTICLE VII.

it Section 7.1 - Limited Liabilitv of Limited Partner:

i'

~

|j

.

The Limited Partner shall not be personally liable for any o

r
{ the debts of the Partnership or any of the losses thereof beyond
, the amount committed by the Limited Partner to the capital of the
jl Partnership and to the share of undistributed profits of the
I* PartnershiD attributable to the Limited Partner.
i! Section 7.2 - Ho Hanaoement Resoonsibilitv:
;»
.
«
j;
The Limited Partner shall not take Dart in the manaoemcnt of
\
. the business or transact any business for the Partnership. The
it

ji management responsibility is vested in the General Partner.
I* Section 7.3 - Vo Authoritv to Act!
|'
i;
The Limited Partner shall not have the power to sign fcr,
T act on behalf of, cr bind the Partnership.
I
i* Section 7.4 - Riahts cf Limited Partner:
ji
The Limited Partner or his representative shall have t^o
jj sane riahts as a General Partner to:
,;

..

M .

,

I,

i

i

ii

•

i

.,

m

i

I

,

ii
j) a) Have the Partnership books kept at the principal place cf
j
ousiness of the Partnership and, at all reasonable timer, to

r
j

inspect and copy any of them;

I- b) Have on demand true and full information of »11 things affecti
1

tne Partnership and c formal accounting of Partnership affairr

u

ARTICLE VIII.
Section £.1 - Fiscal ^ear and /vccountinc:
Tne fiscal year cf tre Partnership shall end en Decerbcr !i,
and tne beets of the Fartnersnip shall be *:ept on a casn, acc-^sl

J cr ctner nasi? as the General Partner snail determine, and sh-.l
f urt: s: ce >»ect in accordance witn the accounting principles
i employed by the Partnership for Federal Income Tax rurroses.
'* Sc^c\:^n Z 2 - \ jdit:
!

Ztie DOO I ;S cf

t h e I ^ r t n e r s h i p s h a l l be a u d i t e d arnunll*.

t

^ / ' t ^ c r s n : ; e> j e n s e b / a c e r l f i e c p u b l i c a c c o u n t i n g
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firn

at

designated by the General Partner.

1

The General Partner shall furnish to the Limited Partner
financial statements and the auditors' reports as soon as possible
,' after the end of each calendar year reflecting the allocations of
• revenues, costs, expenses and deductions, together with all nec! essarv federal, state and local income tax reporting information.
! Section 8.3 - DeDosit of Funds:
i»

*

ii

i

i

;j
Until expended in the conduct of the business of the Partner**
I
. ship, all Partnership funds, including, but not limited to, ccn•» tributions to the Partnership's capital, Partnership income and
i
,,J

I

proceeds of borrowings by the Partnership, will be deposited, with
interest where possible, in a bank account of the Partnership cr

j invested in short-term governmental securities, certificates of
'i
.• d e p o s i t or commercial paper as t h e General Partner deems advisable!.
ARTICLE IX.
,' Section 9.1 - Ho Voluntary Termination:
\

jj

No Partner shall have the right to voluntarily withdraw from

t

I

u

, the Partnership.

,! Section 9.2 - General Partner:
1

The Partnership shall be dissolved upon the bankruptcy,
l: insolvency, liquidation or dissolution of the General Partner.
I
<l Section 9.3 - Death, Resignation or Incapacity of Thomas F.Miller:!
.
.. «
I
In view of the background and qualifications of Thomas F.

|

!l Miller and the fact that the Limited Partner has relied upon his
' involvement in the project in deciding to enter the Partnership, '
!
the parties agree that if Thomas F. Miller dies, resigns fro~
'
his position as President of tne General Partner or becomes
incapacitated the Limited Partner shall be consulted and be
j
t

c"t:*lec to participate fallv in the solrcticr of a n c rresi^-^t
for tne General Partner who will have the training and ?*ility to *
" provide comparable management and direction to the Partnership.
S^rticr. °. ' - Limited Partner:
1

Tne death, retirement, insanity, bankruptcy or insolvency of J

t^e li-ited ^^rt'^er s^ail not terminate the Partnership.
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I

Section 9,5 - Election by Limited Partner Hot to Participate in

•

Phase II;
In the event that Phase I is completed and the Limited Partner

I
is unable or elects not to provide and/or arrange for the financina
needed to complete Phase II f the parties agree that the following
snail occur:
a) The lien of the Limited Partner provided for by Section 3.2g)

j

shall continue until the loans made by the Limited Partner to J
the Partnership have been repaid;
b) The Limited Partner shall be entitled to receive 100% of the
net revenues from the tailings and dumps and SO* of the net
revenues from the mine production until his loans have been
repaid;
c) Thereafter the Limited Partner shall be entitled to a 25%
interest in the Partnership as provided for in Section 4.2.
Section 9.6 - Termination and Dissolution:

|
j
,

Upon termination of this Agreement by all Partners, or upon
final dissolution of the Partnership, the assets of the Partnership
shall be applied and distributed for the purposes, in the order,
and upon the terms and conditions hereinafter set forth:
a) The Limited Partner shall first be repaid any loans that have
not been previously repaid;
b) The General Partner shall then with the advice of an indeoendc^t
i

CTh determine the value of the then remaining Partnership

|

assets, using such appraisal techniques as are generally

j

i

accepted m

tne industry, taking into account the nature cf t*c

property interests involved and their potential for future

j

extraction and processing of the then estimated reserves by tWr(
use cf such tecnniques as may then be generally used i^ t M e
mining industry for the recovery of such reserves;
c) Tne remaining Partnership assets shall then be divided betweer j
tne

r

artners by anplying the percentages set forth m

Section

4.2 hereof vshich are intended to be used in allocating the net
r€

<=nues of the Partnership.
!

ARTICLE X.
HISCELL/vHEOUS PROVISIONS
1

Se^-3-On 10*1 ~ Entire Contract:

*j
This Agreement constitutes the entire contract between the
J,
1 parties and there are no other or further aareements outstandma
! not specifically mentioned herein.

By execution of this Agree-

I
I

ment, the parties adopt all of the provisions of this Partnership
|t

Agreement.

! Section 10.2 - Notices:
Notices hereunder shall be in writing and shall be deemed
,' delivered when placed in the U.S. raailr if properly posted with

»*
1

1
postage prepaid, in an envelope properly addressed to the last

J known address of the addressee hereunder, such to be sent by
,. registered or certified mail. Until further notice, addresses are
i

,J as shown under tne signatures of each party hereto.
i

]

J! Section 10.3 - Kature of Interests of Limited Partner:

I
ti

The interest of the Limited Partner in this Partnership

i

I

? Agreement is personal property.
|i Section 10.4 - Place of Contract:
i

Ji

I

During Phases I and II the parties agree that this Agreement J

i

'

!• is performable in the State of Illinois and shall be construed a^|
I

it

It enforced according to the laws of the State of Illinois in the
'I courts of that State. After the completion of the Phase II developI
I
1
rent (or after the completion of Phase I if the Linited Partner j
1
elects not to participate in Phase II) , the parties aaree that th<°
r?-ior part of the activity of the Limited Partnership will be in I

I
the State of Utah and it is acrreed th?t this Aareer°nt will tneriafter be performable in tne State of Utah and shall be construed .
and enforced according to the laws of the State of Utah in the
,i courts of that State.

j
j

Section 10.5 - Counterparts:
This instrument may be executed m

multiple counterparts,

,» each to constitute an original, but all in the aggregate to

'
j

t

I

<

I

•constitute one Agreement, as executed, to be binding upon ^nd to I
KTDTY R ^ l c;
*

inure to the benefit of the parties hereto, their heirs, assiqns
and legal representatives.
1! Section 10.6 - Severability:
In case any one or more of the provisions contained in this
Agreement shall be invalid, illegal or unenforceable in any
respect, the validity, legality and enforceability of the
remainining provisions contained hrein shall not in any way be
affected or impaired thereby.
EXECUTED as of the date first above written.
LIMITED PARTNER

GENERAL FARTNER
UtTITED SILVER MINES,

President
Address:
208 South Wilson
P. O. Box 267
! Oakley, Idaho 83346

INC.

liU

PAUL HOFF11AN/ V
Address:
3736 Chicago Board of Trad<
Chicago, Illinois 60604
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